
‘The Fearless Man Experience’ Self-
Empowerment Seminar is Back in Las Vegas
Sept. 22-24

Fearless

Motivational Expert Zan Perrion Featured Guest Instructor
during 3-Day Course

LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES, September 13, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Personal development coaches Dave
Stultz and Brian Begin, founders of men's success site
TheFearlessMan.com, are back in Las Vegas for a special 3-
day weekend workshop, The Fearless Man Experience, September 22-24, 2017.

Motivational speaker, attraction expert and life coach Zan Perrion is a featured guest at the event, and
according to Begin, “there are a limited number of seats left, so we want to get the word out to men in
the Las Vegas area; we are also extending the weekend workshop from the usual 2-½ days to three
in order to accommodate Zan and his instruction schedule.”

Stultz and Begin will go over their Fearless philosophies with a video review for reference, with two
days of working with models for hands-on training, as well as eight hours of ‘infield practice’. 

Day One will cover fear, its control and how to get past it, social exercises and learning the one skill
men must develop for success in all areas of their lives. Day Two will demonstrate subtle
communication, model work and feedback and developing ‘groundedness and beingness’, and Day
Three mixes the social exercises and new material for review in real-world situations.

The Fearless coaches will complete the Experience weekend with a Video Holotherapy Review and
free audit for students to assess their knowledge and capabilities upon conclusion of the workshop.

“This is a powerful, life-changing event, so Dave and I believe it’s essential to follow up and clarify
what is personally important and fulfilling to each and every man who comes to us for help,” said
Begin. “And we know that afterwards, if they continue to follow our Fearless lessons, success is
inevitable.”

Stultz and Begin launched The Fearless Man as an educational tool to strengthen men's personal
power within themselves using video feedback, deep connection work, presence and body
consciousness building, core belief, thought, philosophy restructuring and real-world exercises to
build confidence in students that builds long-term successful behavior.

http://www.einpresswire.com


To sign up for the Las Vegas Experience Weekend, go to thefearlessman.com/experience-weekend or
visit www.thefearlessman.com.

ABOUT FEARLESS:

In 2013 dating & lifestyle coaches Brian Begin and Dave Stultz launched their first collaborative
workshop that planted the seeds of FEARLESS, the personal improvement site that helps men push
through fear, live courageously and get high impact results in all areas of their lives. FEARLESS
brings out clients' confidence and connection skills from their core so they can succeed at elite levels
and build their true dream life.

Whether teaching in workshop or private-coaching formats, Begin and Stultz put heavy attention to
detail on each client’s challenges through belief, thought and philosophy restructuring and real-world
exercises to remove personal stumbling blocks so that natural confidence, communication and
connection skills rise to the surface.
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